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authorities. Justifiably, perhaps, these people saw in
the hospitality offered by Egypt nothing but patron-
age, and resented silently their condition of destitution.
The Armenians at Port Said were not the only refugees
of the world who felt the bitterness of their position.
Others, temporarily homeless through the action of
war, earlier had shared that trait.
The women were more amenable to kindness. Phy-
sically equal to the men, temperamentally they were
of finer quality. An idle woman in the camp was
an infrequent sight. They wrere admirable needle-
women and excellent housewives. Later, when, under
the auspices of the London Society of the Friends
of Armenia, the women learnt the carpet and lace
industries, they put by respectable sums of money
even though their husbands took toll of the savings
to buy themselves tobacco and other luxuries of life.
Yet, even among the wives and mothers, of charity or
friendliness towards others there was little trace.
If the general attitude of the inhabitants of the camp,
both male and female, towards one another seemed
strangely remote from ordinary human relationships,
one is free to confess profound admiration for the
religious side of their nature. They were intensely
devotional, not only outwardly? but in their hearts.
Their profound reverence for God did not stop as that
of some Christians at formal worship : they carried
His influence into every act of their daily lives. Their
moral rectitude was extraordinary. Theft and sexual
intrigue alike were unknown in the camp. The
various sections had no dividing boundaries : there
were no police to arrest mischievous members of the
community; and save at night-time the curtains of
every tent were raised to admit the wind. Every
opportunity, in fact, was offered to the evil doer :
nothing was lacking but his presence.
Within the course of a week or two the Egyptian

